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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, June 24, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWN4 676^4 S -8^6 3616 7739 -2174 Basis (N): +70/+130 +80/+220 +255/+285 +250/+325 

MWU4 683^4 S -7^4 2840 30469 +557 Info:  cars/cars cars/cars cars/cars nom/cars 

MWZ4 694^0 S -8^4 1592 20992 +102 Change: unch/up 60 dn 80/up 60 up 25/unch unch/up 25 

MWH5 704^0 S -7^4 370 5490 +48 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: +5 +40 +55 

MWK5 710^6 S -5^2 101 663 +4 Portland (U) June July 1-10 July 21-31 Aug 1-10 

MWU5 716^0 S -1^0 25 182 +3 14%proBasis  +138/+180 +113/+160 +113/+160 +110/+150 

Totals:   8,617 65,910 -1458  over to U over to U over to U over to U 

Cash Exchanges: 1,347 (1,238 N) Options: 28 

Receipts on the Floor:   
81 cars and 0 trains 

Implied option vols: 
U:21% Z:20% H: 18% 

Cash: Spring wheat basis was sharply higher on any loaded cars that 
spread to West Coast destinations. PNW exporters raised basis today 
on the roll to Sep. Millers were much less aggressive.  

Commentary: 
It was a negative day for grains with wheat, corn, and beans all trading to lower levels. Wheat put in the 
worst performance, closing down 8-9 cents on new daily and move lows. Over one million tonnes of 
world wheat business has been booked in the last few days without so much as an uptick in world 
wheat offers.   
 
Winter wheat harvest is ongoing. Yield reports coming out of KS continue to disappoint even as the 
harvest moves north. The market is now trading a HRW crop size of 700-725 million bushels. Basis 
continues to trade well above DVE even as harvest progresses. Farmer selling is underwhelming.  KS 
is 24% harvested.  
 
SRW harvest continues to reveal overall poor quality with reduced test weights and high vomitoxin even 
as harvest moves north. The pattern remains wet for IL/OH through the next two weeks. 3 ppm vom is 
deliverable at a 20-cent discount, but delivery spec is #2 grade SRW so test weight needs to be 58 lbs. 
If there is enough wheat to easily make test weight, warehousemen can blend in the severely-
discounted vomitoxin and profitably deliver against the contract; this scenario implies a higher milling 
basis, lower futures prices, and expanding carries as commercially unviable junk wheat is circulated 
through the delivery mechanism and never leaving storage. However, the harvest thus far appears to 
be of such generally and uniformly poor quality that the overall harvest may end up averaging less than 
delivery specifications, in which case millers could look to stopping the contract as a means to cheaply 
originate milling quality #2 grade SRW. In other words, a little bit of garbage makes the futures very 
bearish as warehousemen selectively manufacture artificially poor (but still deliverable) stocks to 
deliver; conversely, if the crop quality overall, especially on test weight, is going to average something 
poorer than a #2 grade, the futures contract becomes the milling standard for the year. This is possible 
because we have such little carry-in and it is already of poor quality; all the good wheat last year was 
exported. Despite the negative trade in the back end of the curve, the front WN/WU spread continues to 
defy the VSR expansion and sits here trading a -10 to -8 range even though storage is now 14 ¾. So 
N/U is pricing in 4-5 cents/month storage despite an official rate of 8 cents; meanwhile, WU/WZ rallied 
1 ½ today to close at -21 ¾, still 90% of storage. In the back end, WZ/WH, WH/WK, and WK/WN all 
struggle at new contract lows. It seems very bizarre to us that the entire strip continues to widen out 
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while the front WN/WU is trading just 60% of storage. Either WU-WH at 45+ is too wide, or the WN/WU 
at 9-10 is too narrow. If no deliveries are made against WN4, expect 8 cents a month to solidify as 
support for Chicago calendar spreads. Next Monday is triple witching—first notice day against the July 
contracts, as well as Planted Acreage and Quarterly Stocks. Trade expectations are below.  
 
As confirmed by crop progress reports in both the US and Canada, new crop spring wheat is off to an 
amazing start with similarly positive conditions to last year. The risk here is a repeat of last year’s huge 
yields and building of a burdensome level of stocks. We continue to look at selling MWZ vs. KWZ as 
the threat rises of another monster Canadian crop pricing itself against a critically tight HRW balance 
sheet. MWZ/KWZ continues to trade right around chart resistance in the -15 to -18 area as MW lags W 
and KW on the flat price decline. Scale down end user pricing and a smaller fund presence in MW 
creates the set up.   
 
MW N/U weakened significantly today trading back out to -8 carry as we approach FND. N/U has been 
following the same pattern as the K/N and this is within expectations. Despite firming basis led by PNW 
exporters, trade expectations are for a few million bushels of deliveries in Duluth that are of dubious 
quality.  
 
–Austin Damiani 
 
 
 POLL-Trade estimates for USDA U.S. quarterly grain stocks - RTRS 

24-Jun-2014 12:34 
June 24 (Reuters) - Following are analysts' estimat es for U.S. quarterly grain stocks 
as of June 1, in billions of bushels. 
 
                                 Wheat     Corn   S oybeans 
Average trade estimate           0.598    3.722     0.378 
Highest trade estimate           0.633    3.950     0.440 
Lowest trade estimate            0.560    3.046     0.334 
USDA March 1, 2014               1.056    7.006     0.992 
USDA June 1, 2013                0.718    2.766     0.435 

 
 
POLL-US 2014 corn seeding seen at 91.7 mln acres, s oy at 82.2 mln - RTRS 
24-Jun-2014 12:37 
June 24 (Reuters) - Following are analysts' estimat es for 2014 U.S. corn, soybean and 
wheat plantings ahead of the U.S. Department of Agr iculture's June 30 acreage report, 
to be released at 11 a.m. CDT (1600 GMT) on Monday.   
 
                                   Corn  Soybean      All   Spring   Durum 
                                                    Wheat    Wheat   Wheat 
Average trade estimate          91.725   82.154   5 5.818   11.860   1.790 
Highest trade estimate          92.200   84.000   5 7.000   12.200   1.900 
Lowest trade estimate           91.000   80.500   5 4.800   10.500   1.694 
USDA March estimate             91.691   81.493   5 5.815   12.009   1.799 
USDA 2013 final                 95.365   76.533   5 6.156   11.596   1.470 

 


